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“Moving to
Abbeyfield has
changed my
life.”

This handbook provides information which residents
and their families may find useful. If you have any
questions please contact the Registered Manager or
the Central Office.
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Palmerston – Overview, Location &
Design
Palmerston is a registered care home, owned and managed by Abbeyfield &
Wesley, which provides care and support for older people who are unable to
live independently, those with dementia, physical disability and sensory
impairment.
The environment can have a huge impact on those living with dementia and
the aim is for Palmerston to be non-institutional and have a positive impact on
well-being and independence.
We value each person’s uniqueness. There are a number of established
approaches and models of care for supporting people living with dementia,
each with value and benefit. Based on a person-centred approach, care and
support will be tailored to suit the needs of the individual by adapting the
approach which best suits their needs.

Location
Palmerston is situated off the Holywood Road in East Belfast beside an
Abbeyfield & Wesley sheltered housing scheme.
7 Palmerston Road, Belfast, BT4 1QA,
Tel: 028 9065 6166

1.

The home was purpose built in 2008.
There are circular floor plans to cut down on the number of “dead ends” as these could be confusing
and frustrating, and rooms are split into two wings:
•

Lewis (named after CS Lewis, who lived in East Belfast)
Single storey with four circular shaped atriums, each with five bedrooms, and interlocking
corridors leading to communal areas.

•

Ellis (named after James Ellis the local actor)
Two storey circular design, with 8 rooms downstairs and 10 upstairs bedrooms accessed by a
lift.

The décor has been chosen in order to increase engagement, minimise any sense of disorientation
and reduce frustration:•

Wooden flooring, or plain carpets. (Strong patterns or colour changes increase the risk of falling
as some people think there is an object they need to step over.)

•

There is clear signage, some with pictures.

• Atriums and bedroom doors are painted in bright colours to assist with orientation.
Memory boxes at each resident’s room can be filled
with photographs and memorabilia meaningful to that
person. As well as helping a resident to recognise their
room, it also provides carers with useful information to
initiate conversation.
Corridors have themed areas. This includes music,
films, a post office, prams, laundry, shop fronts, sports.
As people move around this gives them something to
look at, to touch and engage with. There is always
something to look at, so if a resident comes out of their
room or moves around and cannot remember what
they were doing, there will be distractions which may
ease any frustrations. These
areas change from time to time to reflect the interests
of residents and what is meaningful to them at that time.

2.

Resident Rooms

In the Lewis wing, 5 residents’ rooms are
grouped in each of 4 atriums, with
communal corridors. In the Ellis wing 8
rooms are downstairs and 11 upstairs.
•

Each room is en-suite with a seated
level access shower, toilet with handrail
and a wash hand basin with shaving
mirror.

• The beds are situated to look onto the
en-suite so that those with confusion do
not have to negotiate the location.
•

Bathrooms have motion sensors so
that, when residents enter, the light
automatically activates.

•

There is a television point,
phone point and computer
point.

•

Each room has a call system.

• Residents are encouraged to
personalise their rooms with
their own furniture,
photographs, mementoes
and other personal items.

•

3.

Communal Areas
Lounges & Dining Rooms
In the Lewis wing there are two dining rooms
and two lounges.
On the ground floor of the Ellis wing there is a
large lounge, a dining room which leads into a
courtyard garden, and a smaller lounge upstairs.

Bathrooms
In each wing of the home there are disabled
toilets and assisted bathrooms.
There is also a spa bathroom which helps to
making bathing an activity rather than a task and
pleasurable experience.
It stimulates the senses with calming music,
lights projected on walls, and the smell from
aromatherapy oils.

Other Communal Areas
Coffee Lounge
Residents and families can make coffee
and socialise in the coffee lounge, providing
a focus for visits and the sense of an outing.
Coffee, milk, etc is provided.

Seating Areas
There are other random seating areas
where residents can watch the daily
activities of the Home.

Shop
A ‘mock’ shop is also available onsite for
residents to use.

Music Areas
Music is played at various locations. There
is also a piano and musical instruments.

4.

The Magical Memory Garden

Palmerston’s magical memory garden and outdoor “garden rooms” provide
specially designed themed reminiscence areas.
The approach to the garden entrance includes a mural aimed at sparking
curiosity and encouraging movement towards the gate. It incorporates specific
flowers chosen by residents as part of the design process.

The circular design of the garden promotes independent movement,and has
seats and handrails providing resting points throughout. Mature trees and
established shrubs provide havens for birds, butterflies and bees; sensory
planting gives scent, texture and colour and garden ornaments and a fountain
add further textures and sounds.

Other features include a unique garden clock, indicating time and season with
appropriate images, and themed information boards at each area providing
prompts and talking points for residents and visitors.
The reminiscence areas are the key features of the garden, used by residents
either as a planned activity or as an impromptu visit whenever residents wish,
with family, friends or staff.

5.

A Day Out: An adapted caravan helps
create a trip down memory lane, where
residents can sit listening to the radio,
chatting, or simply just relaxing in peace.
Outside, the striped windbreak and
colourful seating, with a raised sandbox
filled with sand and pebbles for tactile
investigation all contribute to a seaside
atmosphere.

Car Port – Residents have the
opportunity for “tinkering”, polishing
and cleaning, or sitting in the car with
a flask of tea , listening to the radio
or the rain hitting the window screen.
Tools, bicycle and car parts bolted to
the wall add further interest.

Raised Beds – Planters for residents to enjoy growing produce, herbs and flowers (all
plants throughout the garden are carefully chosen to be edible and safe, especially
important if one has agnosia). Residents can reap the rewards of eating produce which
they have nurtured and grown, providing subject for conversation over the dinner table.
Residents also enjoy using the watering can or simply pulling out weeds.
Men in Sheds – Pottering about in a
purpose built shed, full of men’s stuff, fully
heated so activities can be experienced
throughout all the seasons. A place for
fathers and sons doing normal tasks
together whilst sustaining relationships
and supporting family visits.
Secret Garden – When all diversionary
therapy has been exhausted and a
resident still feels lost within their private
world, the serene simplicity and seclusion
of the secret garden promotes a place for
safety, comfort and reflection.

6.

Living in Palmerston
Care
Staff provide assistance where necessary in respect of dressing/undressing, bathing, toileting
and in any other way then can.
Personal Care is provided on a 24 hour basis and hourly checks on residents are undertaken
by staff during the night, with such checks being logged and records retained. Palmerston is
a residential care home and the care is provided by trained Care Assistants and therefore,
unlike a nursing home, staff do not undertake medical tasks such as administration of
intravenous medication or complex dressings. District Nurses may be able to carry out these
tasks although generally a residential home is for people with a lower level of physical
dependency to those living in a nursing home.

Care Plans
Care is based around each person’s individual need. Before admission there will be an initial
assessment of needs and this will be developed into a Care Plan which is reviewed regularly
to ensure needs are met.

Meals

Mealtimes

Residents are provided with varied,
nutritional meals which are cooked
on our premises using fresh and
seasonal ingredients. Individual
needs and preferences will be
catered to as far as possible and
within reason.

Breakfast:

8.00am – 11.00am

Morning Coffee:

10.30am – 11.30am

Lunch:

1:00pm

Tea:

5:00pm

Supper:

7.30pm – 8.30pm

Snacks and drinks are available throughout the day.

Laundry & Labelling Clothes
The home has as laundry for residents’ clothing and bed clothes. Please be aware that all
clothes are washed at high temperature. (Any resident who wishes to have items of clothing
dry cleaned or hand washed will have to do this through their family/representative and at
their own expense.)
All items of clothing and any personal bedlinen should be labelled. Residents sometimes
have the same style of clothes and it can be difficult to keep them sorted. Also, particularly in
the Lewis wing, residents may enter each other’s rooms or pick up someone else’s clothes
and consequently items of clothing may become mixed up.
There are name tags which do not require any sewing and are attached using a tool
supplied with them. (e.g Snappy Tags) As clothes are laundered at high temperatures
names noted using a laundry pen can become faded.

7.

Valuables
The home has a safe which can be used for the safekeeping of small amounts of cash or
valuable items on your behalf. You are advised that valuable items, (whether monetary or
sentimental) such as jewellery, electronic items or antiques should not be brought into the
home.
It is not possible to safeguard the belongings of all residents in a communal living
environment, particularly where residents have dementia. Consideration should be given to
substituting items of particular value e.g. a wedding ring of great sentimental value which may
not be recognised anyway by the resident.

Security
The exterior of the building is equipped with Close Circuit Television (CCTV) Equipment which
is remotely monitored by staff from the main office.
The purpose of the system is to monitor the outside activity of residents in the secure unit
(Lewis) and to ensure the safety and well-being of all residents.
There is a secure front entrance, opened with a fob system. If a resident has the capacity to
be independent they will be given a fob.
The family /representatives of each resident may request a fob, otherwise the staff will open
the doors to visitors.
The Lewis wing is separated from the Ellis Wing with a further set of secure doors.
Each bedroom in the Lewis wing has a patio door leading to the walkway. A computer system
allows the doors to be programmed to open when it suits the resident’s needs.

Fire Safety
Palmerston is protected by an Aquamist fire suppression (sprinkler) system throughout the
building.
It has as L1 multi-zone automatic fire system with smoke detectors and alarms located
throughout the building and linked to the fire alarm panel in the front lobby.
Communal doors are on a key fob system all doors are fitted with electrical overhead door
closures controlled by the fire alarm panel.
The fire alarm system is serviced quarterly by an external contractor and a 24/7 repair system
is in place.
A fire risk assessment is carried out annually by an external contractor and in-house
maintenance staff carry out weekly tests and monthly checks on all fire equipment.
Residents’ families are asked to ensure that all sleepwear is fire resistant.

8.

Visiting
Unrestricted visiting of residents is encouraged, except at mealtimes unless arrangements
have been made with senior staff about the provision of meals for visitors or it is an
arranged event, e.g coffee morning.
Visitors should sign the visitor’s book on admission to and leaving the home.
However during the COVID pandemic, government guidelines have imposed restrictions
on visiting and these change from time to time. During this period updates will be provided
on the current arrangements.

Going Out
Residents should inform staff if they are leaving the building.

Alcohol

Smoking

Subject to medical conditions, residents
who wish to do so will be allowed to
consume a reasonable amount of
alcohol and, on special occasions, an
alcoholic drink may be offered to
residents.

The home is a non-smoking building
inside (including residents’ rooms)
however, smoking facilities have been
made available outside the building.

Telephones/Personal Computers
There are telephone points in residents’ rooms if residents wish to install a phone or
personal computer, although they will be responsible for all costs. Residents may bring
their own mobile phones into the Home.

Television

Mail/Messages

Residents may bring their own television
into their room. If they wish to have
satellite television they may do so, but
will be responsible for the cost.
Televisions are installed in the lounges
of both the Lewis and Ellis Wings.

Mail received in the Home and
addressed to a resident will be passed
on directly. Any telephone messages
will be communicated as soon as
possible.

9.

Activities
Suitable activities are arranged depending on resident’s wishes and personal capabilities.
An activity can be anything we do - and residents will be supported to take part in everyday
activities as well as more formalised activity sessions.

There are many different activities, including:
•

Themed Areas - There are lots of areas in the home which have items of interest to
look at and to handle and residents can go there themselves or be taken there.

•

Music - There are areas where a variety of music is played.

•

Everyday Activities - Assisting with folding laundry, pushing the tea trolley,
dusting. Normal everyday activities.

10.

•

Crafts/Artwork - Making crafts, painting
and drawing.

• Movement - Indoor ball games, dancing.
•

Season Events - Seasonal events such are celebrated such as St. Patrick’s Day,
Easter, Christmas, summer, birthdays and these give a sense of time.

There are many different types of dementia and each will influence what activities a person can
participate in. There are a number of issues which need to be considered:
•

•
•

If there is too much going on, the person may not be able to process what they are able
to do and may become anxious (Example- the number of steps involved in a simple task
such as making tea, which can be difficult for someone with dementia.
There needs to be care taken not to over stimulate.
Activities should never make a resident feel that they have failed (it can be frustrating if
you cannot get an answer or remember the steps involved in a task.

Activities are more than what would generally be considered as ‘entertainment’.

11.

The Staff Team

The staff team in Palmerston is led by
Home Manager Paul Johnston, assisted by
Deputy Home Manager Alice Brush.
There is a team of around forty care staff,
chef and kitchen assistants, domestic,
handyman,
activities
lead
and
administrator.
Staff are selected not only on the basis of
experience and qualifications, but for their
caring
approach.
There
is
a
comprehensive
training
programme
(induction, mandatory and specialised). A
rigorous supervision and appraisal system
ensures staff are supported and
knowledgeable.
The team in Palmerston is supported by
staff based in the Abbeyfield & Wesley
office in Carrickfergus.

Paul Johnston, Home Manager
Palmerston

Volunteering is very much part of the
Abbeyfield ethos and an important way of
ensuring residents retain links with the
local community.
Sally Campton, Community Engagement
Manager, works with individual volunteers,
groups from churches and other
organisations and work experience
placements.
The Registered Person is Geraldine Gilpin,
Chief Executive of Abbeyfield & Wesley.
Palmerston staff attend Playlist for Life Training
“I would have no hesitation in recommending Palmerston to anyone needing a
caring, safe environment for a loved one with dementia. For me the staff have made
a difficult, stressful decision easier to cope with as I know my husband is content
and well cared for.”

Relatives Survey 2022

12.

Financial Arrangements

Fees
In 2022/23 fees are £646, plus a “top-up” of £80.00 per week. Fees are payable, 4
weeks in arrears, by direct debit. For Care Managed residents, a third party agreement
will be organised by the Care Manager for payment of top-up fees.
Fees include:
•

24 hours personal care

•

Private en-suite, furnished bedrooms

•

All home cooked meals and refreshments

•

A range of activities and events

•

A full laundry service

•

A daily cleaning service

•

Bed linen and towels

•

Insurance of personal possessions to a value of £2000 and £50 excess

•

Utility bills/ heating, electricity, maintenance

Fees do not include clothing, personal toiletries, private telephone calls, taxis, tobacco,
and other items of a luxury or personal nature. Additional treatments and services such
as chiropody and hairdressing may cost more.
The Homemanager and staff are not allowed to handle the financial affairs of any
residents. If a resident is unable or does not wish to control their own financial affairs
they should seek assistance from, for example, a bank manager, accountant or next
of kin.
Small amounts of “pocket money” may be handed over for safekeeping and will be
stored in the safe. Records are kept of amounts paid in and purchases made and these
records are signed and dated by the resident or their representatives and the member
of staff involved in transaction.

13.

Moving in and Leaving
Referral and Admission
Admission to the Home can be by:
• Referral from Social Worker, Care Manager or other professional
• Self-referral
Applicants on the waiting list will be assessed, or re-assessed, when a vacancy occurs.
Priority will be given to those in greatest need of the support and care Palmerston can
offer. Palmerston is registered to provide residential care and it may be that an applicant’s
needs are greater than can be accommodated.
Selection procedures will offer equal access regardless of gender, background, family or
financial circumstances, race, colour, religion or sexual orientation.

Change of Placement
Care reviews will be held regularly. In some circumstances an increased level of need
may require a change of placement. This will be discussed and agreed by the Care
Manager, the Registered Manager and the resident and/or relatives at the care review.

Moving from the Home
Written notice is required when a resident is leaving the Home. It will be the responsibility
of residents and/or families to remove any personal possessions in their room.

“Nice atmosphere and the
staff are very caring”

Relatives Survey 2022

14.

Consultation & Communication with
Residents and their Representatives
Abbeyfield & Wesley believes all of its accommodation for
older people functions best when residents work in
partnership with staff and volunteers. Knowing what
residents think about the support and services provided
will assist in the provision of a good quality service.
This will include:
•

Discussions with staff as part of the care planning
process.

•

Formal and information discussions with the Home
Manager and other senior staff.

•

Residents/Representatives meetings
(approximately on a quarterly basis)

•

Questionnaires and satisfaction surveys.

•

Opportunity to make suggestions/comments via the
Suggestion Box and Decision Tree.

•

Information will be provided to residents and their
representatives including by way of the notes of
Resident/Representatives meetings and update
memo.

There should be one designated point of contact for
each resident, who will be sent official documentation and
general communications.
This person should forward or discuss this with other
family members as appropriate. It is not possible for this
type of communication to be undertaken for more than one
representative, however if there is an emergency situation
and we cannot reach the designated point of contact, we
will inform other noted next of kin.
Other ways of keeping in touch are to read the Abbeyfield
& Wesley newsletter, copies of which are available in the
home or you can view it on the website and to follow the
Facebook page.

15.

Complaints
Abbeyfield & Wesley is committed to providing
the best possible service, however, there may be
occasions when the service fails to meet the high
standards which are set. Complaints inform the
association of any deficiencies and provide an
opportunity for improving the service.
Many problems can be easily resolved informally
by speaking to a member of staff or the Home
Manager and this is usually the best route to
take.
Put your complaints in writing, or we can put a
verbal complaint in writing on your behalf, which
can be verified by you. If complaints are made
verbally they will be recorded by staff and
verified by the complainant.
A Complaints Leaflet which details the process
is available from the Care Home or the Central
Office.

Monitoring & Inspection
Abbeyfield & Wesley is committed to providing services which enhance the quality of life for older
people and to the continuous improvement of the quality and safety of its services.
As part of this process, regular monitoring visits will be carried out by suitably competent persons who
are not employed directly in the home. These regular visits will be unannounced.
The home is regulated by the Regulation & Quality Improvement Authority (RQIA) which is Northern
Ireland’s independent health and social care regulator, and regular inspections (both announced and
unannounced) are undertaken at regular intervals.
RQIA
9th Floor, Riverside Tower, 5 Lanyon Place, Belfast BT1 3BT
Tel: 028 90517500
Copies of Monitoring & Inspection Reports are available to residents and their representatives.

16.

Safeguarding

The aim of Adult Safeguarding is to protect an adult’s
right to live in safety, free from abuse and neglect.
Sally Campton (pictured right) is the Abbeyfield &
Wesley Safeguarding Champion.
She can provide information, support and advise on
matters of safeguarding within our organisation, and
can be contacted through the Central Office or on
07436 036 182.

How Friends and Family can help Palmerston and Abbeyfield & Wesley

We are sometimes asked how families and friends can offer support to the Care Home and
Abbeyfield & Wesley.
14.
Here are some ways in which you can help:
•

By making a donation or by leaving a gift in your will (As a charity we can usually reclaim
additional gift aid – 25p for every pound.
Donations are used to add to services provided and are always separately identified and
not used for general operations.

•

By becoming a volunteer. There are various opportunities from helping in the garden,
assisting with crafts, music sessions. During the COVID pandemic some of the activities
have been restricted. If you are interested, please contact Sally Campton, Volunteer &
Community Outreach Manager. Email: scampton@abbeyfieldandwesley.org.uk
Mobile: 07436 036 182

17.

Moving In andAbbeyfield
Leaving & Wesley
Abbeyfield & Wesley is a housing association registered with the Department for
Communities, a registered charity and a member of the Abbeyfield Society, which
provides a range of housing options for older people:
•

Palmerston Residential Home (39 rooms)

•

Supported, sheltered housing (19 houses with 163 units)

•

Sheltered housing (3 schemes with 95 flats or bungalows)

•

General Needs (elderly) (9 bungalows or flats)

Overall responsibility for the running of the organisation lies with the volunteer
management board and the aim is provide quality services for older people, at a fair
price and to re-invest any surpluses back into the service.

History
Abbeyfield has been providing housing for older people since 1956.
Its name comes from the meeting place of the first voluntary committee in Abbeyfield
Road, London. There are supported sheltered houses and care homes throughout
the United Kingdom and around the world, including Canada and Australia.
Individual Abbeyfield Societies formed in Northern Ireland in the 1960s,
merging together in 2003. In 2013 Abbeyfield joined forces with Wesley Housing
Association, which has been established in 1947, forming Abbeyfield & Wesley.

Abbeyfield Guiding Principles
Abbeyfield believes:
• Older people have an important role to play
amongst their families, friends and in the
community;
• Overcoming loneliness and insecurity can make
all the difference to an older person’s well-being
and quality of life;
• Local people have an essential part to play in
helping older people in their community

